
Presentation of The New Explorer 2XS



Introduction
The ultimate combination of functionality, quality and design. Just for two. Unique, novel, and innovative.

The campervans which we have been offering until recently, have four travel seats and two, three or four berths, but they have 
never been designed without a passenger seat. Today, we are adding a unique vehicle to the range manufactured by our com-
pany.  It is the Globe-Traveller Explorer 2XS, a campervan for two, with two berths and just two travel seats. It is exceptional 
for several reasons.  



Exceptional in Many Ways
Explorer 2XS is only 599 cm long and 280 cm high.

Our intention was to provide as much inside space as possible.  It was quite a challenge with such a small vehicle, so we opted 
for a layout with a so-called French bed, which is exactly what you find today in all X and XS models. The bathroom and the 
bed are in the rear part of the vehicle. We replaced the passenger bench with a seat for one. 

We wanted the van not only to be short and low, but also to be usable all year round, even in winter at temperatures below 0°C. 
Therefore, the Globe-Traveller Explorer 2XS has a double floor, like all our motorhomes. The distance between the floors is 16 
cm, and it provides sufficient space not only for the grey water deposit with a drain valve, but also for all the water system 
fittings. It is also where the ducts for the warm air from the Truma Combi heater are routed. 



Why Explorer Series?
The starting point for this vehicle was our Explorer line, and we have a good reason for it. It offers the largest storage space, 
due to its many cupboards and closets inside the vehicle, while at the same time providing a spacious boot. The new camper-
van retains the best features of our Globe-Traveller range, including best quality materials and components.

This is our newest offer for people 
who travel in pairs or alone.





- Electric system with battery computer
- Adjustable TV mount 
- Passenger seat with the drawer under it
- Fold-out table that can be hidden in the floor
- The bed with a lift-up, adjustable backrest
- Two wireless chargers
- Wine cooler for wine lovers
- Shoe locker in the floor

What’s New?





And above all…



… a lot of free space inside



www.facebook.com/globetravellereu

www.instagram.com/globetravellereu

www.linkedin.com/company/globe-traveller

www.globe-traveller.eu


